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Topher Field is best known for his advocacy for human
rights during the 'Lockdown Era' in Melbourne Australia,
however for 13 years Topher has addressed many topics
from freedom of speech, water management, red tape,
taxation, climate change, energy policy, the role of
government, civil disobedience, and more.
 
Topher Field speaks to a clear set of values: Universal,
Individual, Human Rights. And Topher lives by a simple but
powerful philosophy: Good People Break Bad Laws. 
 
Whether as an MC or as a keynote speaker, Topher Field is
noted for his ability to connect with his audience and 
bring a room on a journey through a range of emotions
and come away raving about the 
experience. 

Topher Field's experience as an
MC, interviewer, panel host,
and keynote, ensure that he is
equipped to understand what
is needed in any scenario and
on a range of topics, making
Topher an ideal feature of your
event.
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TOPHER SPEAKS ON

testimonial
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The covid tyranny in Melbourne
The collision of faith and politics as governments take
the place of God
Why civil disobedience is key to avoiding civil war - (Why
Good People [MUST] Break Bad Laws) 
Words to die for - how freedom of speech saves lives
In defence of arseholes, weirdos, and misfits - why the
most maligned and marginalised in society are vital to
saving us from ourselves!

TOPHER SPEAKS TO

Topher speaks to freedom lovers and supporters 
of human rights of all kinds, bringing 
thought-provoking and stimulating 
ideas with plenty of humour 
and a touch of cheek.

“Topher Field is an engaging and passionate
speaker who goes out of his way to
understand his audience and connect with
them.”

David Limbrick



Australian Taxpayers Alliance + Australian
Libertarian Society's Friedman Conference;
Friedman Unchained, Sydney NSW, July 15-17
2022

Reignite Democracy Australia; Freedom Summit,
Sydney NSW, August 25th, 2022

Australian Christina Lobby; The Truth of It LIVE,
Hobart TAS, May 2nd 2022

'Kill the Bill' Rally, Melbourne VIC, Nov 20th 2021 

Battleground Melbourne Premiere, Melbourne
VIC, August 23rd 2022

30+ nationwide events per year

PAST SPEAKING APPEARANCES
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SOCIAL STATS

Over 2.6M
Reach

2 M+
Views

222K 
Reach

193K +
Impresssions

@topherfield

@TopherField

@TopherField

@TopherField
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https://www.instagram.com/topherfield/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://twitter.com/topherfield?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/c/TopherField


CONTACT US

the proposed date of the event
estimated audience size
length of your event 
the location

If you would like to book Topher Field to speak at
your next event, please reach out.  

Please let us know 

Topher will tailor his quote to suit the event
requirements that you provide.

CLICK HERE TO 
View Reel

Email: admin@topherfield.net
Visit www.topherfield.net

https://www.topherfield.net/

